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Mongodb The Definitive Guide
With Early Release ebooks, you get books in their earliest
form—the author's raw and unedited content as he or she
writes—so you can take advantage of these technologies long
before the official release of these titles. You’ll also receive
updates when significant changes are made, new chapters
are available, and the final ebook bundle is released. Manage
your data in a database system designed to support modern
application development. The updated edition of this
authoritative and accessible guide shows you the many
advantages of using document-oriented databases, including
how this secure, high-performance system enables flexible
data models, high availability, and horizontal scalability.
Written by current and former members of the MongoDB
team, the third edition is updated for MongoDB 3.6. You’ll
find substantial updates on querying, indexing, aggregation,
replica sets, ops manager, sharding administration, data
administration, durability, monitoring, and security. Authors
Shannon Bradshaw (MongoDB) and Kristina Chodorow
(Google) provide guidance for database developers,
advanced configuration for system administrators, and use
cases for a variety of projects. Ideal for NoSQL newcomers
and experienced MongoDB users alike, this book also
includes many real-world schema design examples.
The Easy, Common-Sense Guide to Solving Real Problems
with NoSQL The Mere Mortals ® tutorials have earned
worldwide praise as the clearest, simplest way to master
essential database technologies. Now, there’s one for
today’s exciting new NoSQL databases. NoSQL for Mere
Mortals guides you through solving real problems with NoSQL
and achieving unprecedented scalability, cost efficiency,
flexibility, and availability. Drawing on 20+ years of cuttingPage 1/25
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edge database experience, Dan Sullivan explains the
advantages, use cases, and terminology associated with all
four main categories of NoSQL databases: key-value,
document, column family, and graph databases. For each, he
introduces pragmatic best practices for building high-value
applications. Through step-by-step examples, you’ll discover
how to choose the right database for each task, and use it the
right way. Coverage includes --Getting started: What NoSQL
databases are, how they differ from relational databases,
when to use them, and when not to Data management
principles and design criteria: Essential knowledge for
creating any database solution, NoSQL or relational --Keyvalue databases: Gaining more utility from data structures
--Document databases: Schemaless databases,
normalization and denormalization, mutable documents,
indexing, and design patterns --Column family databases:
Google’s BigTable design, table design, indexing,
partitioning, and Big Data Graph databases: Graph/network
modeling, design tips, query methods, and traps to avoid
Whether you’re a database developer, data modeler,
database user, or student, learning NoSQL can open up
immense new opportunities. As thousands of database
professionals already know, For Mere Mortals is the fastest,
easiest route to mastery.
????????????????,?????????:???????????????????????????
?
The Definitive Guide to MongoDB, Third Edition, is updated
for MongoDB 3 and includes all of the latest MongoDB
features, including the aggregation framework introduced in
version 2.2 and hashed indexes in version 2.4. The Third
Edition also now includes Python. MongoDB is the most
popular of the "Big Data" NoSQL database technologies, and
it's still growing. David Hows from 10gen, along with
experienced MongoDB authors Peter Membrey and Eelco
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Plugge, provide their expertise and experience in teaching
you everything you need to know to become a MongoDB pro.
This guide covers the basic principles and advanced uses of
this document-oriented database, and demonstrates why
MongoDB is one of the fastest-growing databases. Learn how
MongoDB handles data and why MongoDB is scalable, highperformance, and reliable.
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 8th
International Congress on BIGDATA 2019, held as Part of
SCF 2019 in San Diego, CA, USA in June 2019. The 9 full
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 14 submissions. They cover topics such as: Big
Data Models and Algorithms; Big Data Architectures; Big
Data Management; Big Data Protection, Integrity and Privacy;
Security Applications of Big Data; Big Data Search and
Mining; Big Data for Enterprise, Government and Society.
A hands-on guide to leveraging NoSQL databases NoSQL
databases are an efficient and powerful tool for storing and
manipulating vast quantities of data. Most NoSQL databases
scale well as data grows. In addition, they are often malleable
and flexible enough to accommodate semi-structured and
sparse data sets. This comprehensive hands-on guide
presents fundamental concepts and practical solutions for
getting you ready to use NoSQL databases. Expert author
Shashank Tiwari begins with a helpful introduction on the
subject of NoSQL, explains its characteristics and typical
uses, and looks at where it fits in the application stack.
Unique insights help you choose which NoSQL solutions are
best for solving your specific data storage needs.
Professional NoSQL: Demystifies the concepts that relate to
NoSQL databases, including column-family oriented stores,
key/value databases, and document databases. Delves into
installing and configuring a number of NoSQL products and
the Hadoop family of products. Explains ways of storing,
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accessing, and querying data in NoSQL databases through
examples that use MongoDB, HBase, Cassandra, Redis,
CouchDB, Google App Engine Datastore and more. Looks at
architecture and internals. Provides guidelines for optimal
usage, performance tuning, and scalable configurations.
Presents a number of tools and utilities relating to NoSQL,
distributed platforms, and scalable processing, including Hive,
Pig, RRDtool, Nagios, and more.

The Definitive Guide to MongoDB, Second Edition, is
updated for the latest version and includes all of the
latest MongoDB features, including the aggregation
framework introduced in version 2.2 and hashed
indexes in version 2.4. MongoDB is the most popular
of the "Big Data" NoSQL database technologies, and
it's still growing. David Hows from 10gen, along with
experienced MongoDB authors Peter Membrey and
Eelco Plugge, provide their expertise and experience
in teaching you everything you need to know to
become a MongoDB pro.
What could you do with data if scalability wasn't a
problem? With this hands-on guide, you'll learn how
Apache Cassandra handles hundreds of terabytes of
data while remaining highly available across multiple
data centers -- capabilities that have attracted
Facebook, Twitter, and other data-intensive
companies. Cassandra: The Definitive Guide
provides the technical details and practical examples
you need to assess this database management
system and put it to work in a production
environment. Author Eben Hewitt demonstrates the
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advantages of Cassandra's nonrelational design,
and pays special attention to data modeling. If you're
a developer, DBA, application architect, or manager
looking to solve a database scaling issue or futureproof your application, this guide shows you how to
harness Cassandra's speed and flexibility.
Understand the tenets of Cassandra's columnoriented structure Learn how to write, update, and
read Cassandra data Discover how to add or remove
nodes from the cluster as your application requires
Examine a working application that translates from a
relational model to Cassandra's data model Use
examples for writing clients in Java, Python, and C#
Use the JMX interface to monitor a cluster's usage,
memory patterns, and more Tune memory settings,
data storage, and caching for better performance
MongoDB: The Definitive GuidePowerful and
Scalable Data Storage"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Leverage the power of Scala and master the art of
building, improving, and validating scalable machine
learning and AI applications using Scala's most
advanced and finest features About This Book Build
functional, type-safe routines to interact with
relational and NoSQL databases with the help of the
tutorials and examples provided Leverage your
expertise in Scala programming to create and
customize your own scalable machine learning
algorithms Experiment with different techniques;
evaluate their benefits and limitations using realPage 5/25
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world financial applications Get to know the best
practices to incorporate new Big Data machine
learning in your data-driven enterprise and gain
future scalability and maintainability Who This Book
Is For This Learning Path is for engineers and
scientists who are familiar with Scala and want to
learn how to create, validate, and apply machine
learning algorithms. It will also benefit software
developers with a background in Scala programming
who want to apply machine learning. What You Will
Learn Create Scala web applications that couple
with JavaScript libraries such as D3 to create
compelling interactive visualizations Deploy scalable
parallel applications using Apache Spark, loading
data from HDFS or Hive Solve big data problems
with Scala parallel collections, Akka actors, and
Apache Spark clusters Apply key learning strategies
to perform technical analysis of financial markets
Understand the principles of supervised and
unsupervised learning in machine learning Work with
unstructured data and serialize it using Kryo,
Protobuf, Avro, and AvroParquet Construct reliable
and robust data pipelines and manage data in a datadriven enterprise Implement scalable model
monitoring and alerts with Scala In Detail This
Learning Path aims to put the entire world of
machine learning with Scala in front of you. Scala for
Data Science, the first module in this course, is a
tutorial guide that provides tutorials on some of the
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most common Scala libraries for data science,
allowing you to quickly get up to speed building data
science and data engineering solutions. The second
course, Scala for Machine Learning guides you
through the process of building AI applications with
diagrams, formal mathematical notation, source
code snippets, and useful tips. A review of the Akka
framework and Apache Spark clusters concludes the
tutorial. The next module, Mastering Scala Machine
Learning, is the final step in this course. It will take
your knowledge to next level and help you use the
knowledge to build advanced applications such as
social media mining, intelligent news portals, and
more. After a quick refresher on functional
programming concepts using REPL, you will see
some practical examples of setting up the
development environment and tinkering with data.
We will then explore working with Spark and MLlib
using k-means and decision trees. By the end of this
course, you will be a master at Scala machine
learning and have enough expertise to be able to
build complex machine learning projects using
Scala. This Learning Path combines some of the
best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated
package. It includes content from the following Packt
products: Scala for Data Science, Pascal Bugnion
Scala for Machine Learning, Patrick Nicolas
Mastering Scala Machine Learning, Alex Kozlov
Style and approach A tutorial with complete
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examples, this course will give you the tools to start
building useful data engineering and data science
solutions straightaway. This course provides
practical examples from the field on how to correctly
tackle data analysis problems, particularly for
modern Big Data datasets.
This two volume set LNCS 9827 and LNCS 9828
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 27th
International Conference on Database and Expert
Systems Applications, DEXA 2016, held in Porto,
Portugal, September 2016. The 39 revised full
papers presented together with 29 short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 137
submissions. The papers discuss a range of topics
including: Temporal, Spatial, and High Dimensional
Databases; Data Mining; Authenticity, Privacy,
Security, and Trust; Data Clustering; Distributed and
Big Data Processing; Decision Support Systems,
and Learning; Data Streams; Data Integration, and
Interoperability; Semantic Web, and Data Semantics;
Social Networks, and Network Analysis; Linked
Data; Data Analysis; NoSQL, NewSQL; Multimedia
Data; Personal Information Management; Semantic
Web and Ontologies; Database and Information
System Architectures; Query Answering and
Optimization; Information Retrieval, and Keyword
Search; Data Modelling, and Uncertainty.
With an ever-increasing amount of information on
the web, it is critical to understand the pedigree,
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quality, and accuracy of your data. Using
provenance, you can ascertain the quality of data
based on its ancestral data and derivations, track
back to sources of errors, allow automatic reenactment of derivations to update data, and provide
attribution of the data source. Secure Data
Provenance and Inference Control with Semantic
Web supplies step-by-step instructions on how to
secure the provenance of your data to make sure it
is safe from inference attacks. It details the design
and implementation of a policy engine for
provenance of data and presents case studies that
illustrate solutions in a typical distributed health care
system for hospitals. Although the case studies
describe solutions in the health care domain, you
can easily apply the methods presented in the book
to a range of other domains. The book describes the
design and implementation of a policy engine for
provenance and demonstrates the use of Semantic
Web technologies and cloud computing technologies
to enhance the scalability of solutions. It covers
Semantic Web technologies for the representation
and reasoning of the provenance of the data and
provides a unifying framework for securing
provenance that can help to address the various
criteria of your information systems. Illustrating key
concepts and practical techniques, the book
considers cloud computing technologies that can
enhance the scalability of solutions. After reading
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this book you will be better prepared to keep up with
the on-going development of the prototypes,
products, tools, and standards for secure data
management, secure Semantic Web, secure web
services, and secure cloud computing.
??????????????PHP?MySQL?????,????PHP?MySQ
L??????,?PHP?MySQL?????????????????????,????
?????????PHP?????
MongoDB gives flexibility in compare to RDBMS. It has
features like dynamic schemas, storage for large volume
data, scaling database architecture, real-time data
reporting, data sharding, and so on. It enables to develop
application faster. To address all these features in a
concise manner, this e-book is created. This e-book has
explained features of MongoDB, that is important from
the point of Big data analytics. It makes clear the
confusion over MySQL and NoSQL working pattern. It
has accommodated all the topics on MongoDB with
examples. It guides you right through setting up
MongoDB environment to security requirements. The
book is too small, but all important aspect of MongoDB is
covered. The examples and code are explained in a
manner that beginners can easily absorb the content.
The book has also illustrated various shell commands to
access MongoDB. Not only that, but the user will also
explore about JSON document and creating queries in
MongoDB. The book can be used for further reference
for application build on MongoDB Java or MongoDB
Python. Minimum price range and maximum deliverable
is the main plus point of this e-book. Table content
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Chapter 1: Introduction Chapter 2: Download and Install
MongoDB on Windows Download & Install MongoDB on
Windows Install Driver- Javascript, Python and Ruby
Install Robomongo- MongoDB Management Tool
MongoDB Configuration, Import and Export Configuring
MongoDB server with configuration file Chapter 3:
Create Database & Insert Data Creating a database
Creating a collection Chapter 4: Add MongoDB Array
using insert() Chapter 5: ObjectId() Chapter 6: Query
Document using find() Chapter 7: Cursor Chapter 8:
Query Modifications using limit(), sort() Chapter 9:
Count() & remove() function Chapter 10: Update()
Document Chapter 11: Indexing, Monitoring & Backup
Chapter 12: How to Create User in Mongodb & assign
Roles Chapter 13: Authentication with Kerberos Chapter
14: Replica Set Replica Set: Adding the First Member
using rs.initiate() Replica Set: Adding a Secondary using
rs.add() Replica Set: Reconfiguring or Removing using
rs.remove() Troubleshooting Replica Sets Chapter 15:
Sharded Cluster Chapter 16: Indexing - createIndex()
Understanding Impact of Indexes Create Indexes Finding
Indexes Dropping Indexes Chapter 17: Regular
Expression (Regex) Using $regex operator for Pattern
matching Pattern Matching with $options Pattern
matching without the regex operator Fetching last 'n'
documents from a collection
Scala will be a valuable tool to have on hand during your
data science journey for everything from data cleaning to
cutting-edge machine learning About This Book Build
data science and data engineering solutions with ease
An in-depth look at each stage of the data analysis
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process — from reading and collecting data to distributed
analytics Explore a broad variety of data processing,
machine learning, and genetic algorithms through
diagrams, mathematical formulations, and source code
Who This Book Is For This learning path is perfect for
those who are comfortable with Scala programming and
now want to enter the field of data science. Some
knowledge of statistics is expected. What You Will Learn
Transfer and filter tabular data to extract features for
machine learning Read, clean, transform, and write data
to both SQL and NoSQL databases Create Scala web
applications that couple with JavaScript libraries such as
D3 to create compelling interactive visualizations Load
data from HDFS and HIVE with ease Run streaming and
graph analytics in Spark for exploratory analysis Bundle
and scale up Spark jobs by deploying them into a variety
of cluster managers Build dynamic workflows for
scientific computing Leverage open source libraries to
extract patterns from time series Master probabilistic
models for sequential data In Detail Scala is especially
good for analyzing large sets of data as the scale of the
task doesn't have any significant impact on performance.
Scala's powerful functional libraries can interact with
databases and build scalable frameworks — resulting in
the creation of robust data pipelines. The first module
introduces you to Scala libraries to ingest, store,
manipulate, process, and visualize data. Using real world
examples, you will learn how to design scalable
architecture to process and model data — starting from
simple concurrency constructs and progressing to actor
systems and Apache Spark. After this, you will also learn
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how to build interactive visualizations with web
frameworks. Once you have become familiar with all the
tasks involved in data science, you will explore data
analytics with Scala in the second module. You'll see
how Scala can be used to make sense of data through
easy to follow recipes. You will learn about Bokeh
bindings for exploratory data analysis and quintessential
machine learning with algorithms with Spark ML library.
You'll get a sufficient understanding of Spark streaming,
machine learning for streaming data, and Spark graphX.
Armed with a firm understanding of data analysis, you
will be ready to explore the most cutting-edge aspect of
data science — machine learning. The final module
teaches you the A to Z of machine learning with Scala.
You'll explore Scala for dependency injections and
implicits, which are used to write machine learning
algorithms. You'll also explore machine learning topics
such as clustering, dimentionality reduction, Naive
Bayes, Regression models, SVMs, neural networks, and
more. This learning path combines some of the best that
Packt has to offer into one complete, curated package. It
includes content from the following Packt products: Scala
for Data Science, Pascal Bugnion Scala Data Analysis
Cookbook, Arun Manivannan Scala for Machine
Learning, Patrick R. Nicolas Style and approach A
complete package with all the information necessary to
start building useful data engineering and data science
solutions straight away. It contains a diverse set of
recipes that cover the full spectrum of interesting data
analysis tasks and will help you revolutionize your data
analysis skills using Scala.
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This updated and expanded second edition of the
MongoDB: The Definitive Guide provides a user-friendly
introduction to the subject Taking a clear structural
framework, it guides the reader through the subject's
core elements. A flowing writing style combines with the
use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to
ensure the reader understands even the most complex
of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a
required reading for all those interested in the subject .
We hope you find this book useful in shaping your future
career & Business.
MongoDB, a cross-platform NoSQL database, is the
fastest-growing new database in the world. MongoDB
provides a rich document-oriented structure with
dynamic queries that you’ll recognize from RDBMS
offerings such as MySQL. In other words, this is a book
about a NoSQL database that does not require the SQL
crowd to re-learn how the database world works!
MongoDB has reached 1.0 and boasts 50,000+ users.
The community is strong and vibrant and MongoDB is
improving at a fast rate. With scalable and fast
databases becoming critical for today’s applications, this
book shows you how to install, administer and program
MongoDB without pretending SQL never existed.
Get up to speed with Apache Drill, an extensible
distributed SQL query engine that reads massive
datasets in many popular file formats such as Parquet,
JSON, and CSV. Drill reads data in HDFS or in cloudnative storage such as S3 and works with Hive
metastores along with distributed databases such as
HBase, MongoDB, and relational databases. Drill works
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everywhere: on your laptop or in your largest cluster. In
this practical book, Drill committers Charles Givre and
Paul Rogers show analysts and data scientists how to
query and analyze raw data using this powerful tool.
Data scientists today spend about 80% of their time just
gathering and cleaning data. With this book, you’ll learn
how Drill helps you analyze data more effectively to drive
down time to insight. Use Drill to clean, prepare, and
summarize delimited data for further analysis Query file
types including logfiles, Parquet, JSON, and other
complex formats Query Hadoop, relational databases,
MongoDB, and Kafka with standard SQL Connect to Drill
programmatically using a variety of languages Use Drill
even with challenging or ambiguous file formats Perform
sophisticated analysis by extending Drill’s functionality
with user-defined functions Facilitate data analysis for
network security, image metadata, and machine learning
This book includes high-quality papers presented at the
International Conference on Data Science and
Management (ICDSM 2019), organised by the Gandhi
Institute for Education and Technology, Bhubaneswar,
from 22 to 23 February 2019. It features research in
which data science is used to facilitate the decisionmaking process in various application areas, and also
covers a wide range of learning methods and their
applications in a number of learning problems. The
empirical studies, theoretical analyses and comparisons
to psychological phenomena described contribute to the
development of products to meet market demands.
Need a quick and easy to understand introduction to
MongoDB and NoSQL databases? MongoDB Basics,
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from The Definitive Guide to MongoDB, 2E, shows you
how a document-oriented database system differs from a
relational database, and how to install and get started
using it. You'll also learn MongoDB design basics,
including geospatial indexing, how to navigate, view, and
query your database, and how to use GridFS with a bit of
Python.
Annotation In this book, Rick van der Lans explains how
data virtualization servers work, what techniques to use
to optimize access to various data sources and how
these products can be applied in different projects.
Congratulations! You completed the MongoDB
application within the given tight timeframe and there is a
party to celebrate your application’s release into
production. Although people are congratulating you at
the celebration, you are feeling some uneasiness inside.
To complete the project on time required making a lot of
assumptions about the data, such as what terms meant
and how calculations are derived. In addition, the poor
documentation about the application will be of limited use
to the support team, and not investigating all of the
inherent rules in the data may eventually lead to poorlyperforming structures in the not-so-distant future. Now,
what if you had a time machine and could go back and
read this book. You would learn that even NoSQL
databases like MongoDB require some level of data
modeling. Data modeling is the process of learning about
the data, and regardless of technology, this process
must be performed for a successful application. You
would learn the value of conceptual, logical, and physical
data modeling and how each stage increases our
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knowledge of the data and reduces assumptions and
poor design decisions. Read this book to learn how to do
data modeling for MongoDB applications, and
accomplish these five objectives: Understand how data
modeling contributes to the process of learning about the
data, and is, therefore, a required technique, even when
the resulting database is not relational. That is, NoSQL
does not mean NoDataModeling! Know how NoSQL
databases differ from traditional relational databases,
and where MongoDB fits. Explore each MongoDB object
and comprehend how each compares to their data
modeling and traditional relational database
counterparts, and learn the basics of adding, querying,
updating, and deleting data in MongoDB. Practice a
streamlined, template-driven approach to performing
conceptual, logical, and physical data modeling.
Recognize that data modeling does not always have to
lead to traditional data models! Distinguish top-down
from bottom-up development approaches and complete
a top-down case study which ties all of the modeling
techniques together. This book is written for anyone who
is working with, or will be working with MongoDB,
including business analysts, data modelers, database
administrators, developers, project managers, and data
scientists. There are three sections: In Section I, Getting
Started, we will reveal the power of data modeling and
the tight connections to data models that exist when
designing any type of database (Chapter 1), compare
NoSQL with traditional relational databases and where
MongoDB fits (Chapter 2), explore each MongoDB object
and comprehend how each compares to their data
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modeling and traditional relational database counterparts
(Chapter 3), and explain the basics of adding, querying,
updating, and deleting data in MongoDB (Chapter 4). In
Section II, Levels of Granularity, we cover Conceptual
Data Modeling (Chapter 5), Logical Data Modeling
(Chapter 6), and Physical Data Modeling (Chapter 7).
Notice the “ing” at the end of each of these chapters.
We focus on the process of building each of these
models, which is where we gain essential business
knowledge. In Section III, Case Study, we will explain
both top down and bottom up development approaches
and go through a top down case study where we start
with business requirements and end with the MongoDB
database. This case study will tie together all of the
techniques in the previous seven chapters. Nike Senior
Data Architect Ryan Smith wrote the foreword. Key
points are included at the end of each chapter as a way
to reinforce concepts. In addition, this book is loaded
with hands-on exercises, along with their answers
provided in Appendix A. Appendix B contains all of the
book’s references and Appendix C contains a glossary
of the terms used throughout the text.
Manage your data with a system designed to support
modern application development. Updated for MongoDB
4.2, the third edition of this authoritative and accessible
guide shows you the advantages of using documentoriented databases. You’ll learn how this secure, highperformance system enables flexible data models, high
availability, and horizontal scalability. Authors Shannon
Bradshaw, Eoin Brazil, and Kristina Chodorow provide
guidance for database developers, advanced
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configuration for system administrators, and use cases
for a variety of projects. NoSQL newcomers and
experienced MongoDB users will find updates on
querying, indexing, aggregation, transactions, replica
sets, ops management, sharding and data
administration, durability, monitoring, and security. In six
parts, this book shows you how to: Work with MongoDB,
perform write operations, find documents, and create
complex queries Index collections, aggregate data, and
use transactions for your application Configure a local
replica set and learn how replication interacts with your
application Set up cluster components and choose a
shard key for a variety of applications Explore aspects of
application administration and configure authentication
and authorization Use stats when monitoring, back up
and restore deployments, and use system settings when
deploying MongoDB
This introductory text shows the advantages of using
document-oriented databases and demonstrates how
MongoDB is a reliable, high-performance system that
allows for horizontal scalability. This updated second
edition provides guidance for database developers,
advanced configuration for system administrators, and
an overview of the concepts and use cases for other
people on a project.
En este manual se realiza una introducción a un
conjunto de herramientas y técnicas para el acceso y
procesamiento de datos web, que se encuentran en
formatos como XML, CSV o JSON, o bien en bases de
datos tanto relacionales como NoSQL. El objetivo de
esta obra es acercar al lector estos conocimientos a
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partir de las herramientas y librerías de un lenguaje de
programación concreto como Python, el más utilizado
hoy en el área del análisis de datos y big data. El primer
capítulo constituye una introducción a Python, que sirve
como lenguaje vehicular en el resto de los capítulos, los
cuales se dedican a estudiar el acceso y procesamiento
de datos en los formatos XML, JSON y CSV. Los
siguientes capítulos abordan el acceso a bases de datos
relacionales, SQLite y MySQL, y a la base de datos
NoSQL MongoDB. En los dos últimos capítulos, se
tratan técnicas de extracción de información usando web
scraping y programación de páginas web con la
framework Bottle. Cada capítulo contiene algunos
ejercicios propuestos para fijar las ideas expuestas.
This book presents innovative ideas, cutting-edge
findings, and novel techniques, methods, and
applications in a broad range of cybersecurity and
cyberthreat intelligence areas. As our society becomes
smarter, there is a corresponding need to secure our
cyberfuture. The book describes approaches and
findings that are of interest to business professionals and
governments seeking to secure our data and underpin
infrastructures, as well as to individual users.
????????:????:?????????;SELECT??:??????????;??????
:???????;?????????:??????.
Node.js, MongoDB and Angular Web Development The
definitive guide to using the MEAN stack to build web
applications Node.js is a leading server-side
programming environment, MongoDB is the most
popular NoSQL database, and Angular is the leading
framework for MVC-based front-end development.
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Together, they provide an easy-to-implement, fully
integrated web development stack that allows web
programmers to create high-performance sites and
applications built completely in JavaScript, from server to
client. Updated for Angular 2, Angular 4, and subsequent
versions, this new edition of Node.js, MongoDB and
Angular Web Development shows you how to integrate
these three technologies into complete working
solutions. It begins with concise, crystal-clear tutorials on
each technology and then quickly moves on to building
common web applications. You’ll learn how to use
Node.js and MongoDB to build more scalable, highperformance sites, how to leverage Angular’s innovative
MVC approach to structure more effective pages and
applications, and how to use all three together to deliver
outstanding next-generation Web solutions. Implement a
highly scalable and dynamic web server using Node.js
and Express Implement a MongoDB data store for your
web applications Access and interact with MongoDB
from Node.js JavaScript code Learn the basics of
TypeScript Define custom Angular directives that extend
the HTML language Build server-side web services in
JavaScript Implement client-side services that can
interact with the Node.js web server Build dynamic
browser views that provide rich user interaction Add
authenticated user accounts and nested comment
components to your web applications and pages
Contents at a Glance Part I: Getting Started 1
Introducing the Node.js-to-Angular Stack 2 JavaScript
Primer Part II: Learning Node.js 3 Getting Started with
Node.js 4 Using Events, Listeners, Timers, and
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Callbacks in Node.js 5 Handling Data I/O in Node.js 6
Accessing the File System from Node.js 7 Implementing
HTTP Services in Node.js 8 Implementing Socket
Services in Node.js 9 Scaling Applications Using Multiple
Processors in Node.js 10 Using Additional Node.js
Modules Part III: Learning MongoDB 11 Understanding
NoSQL and MongoDB 12 Getting Started with MongoDB
13 Getting Started with MongoDB and Node.js 14
Manipulating MongoDB Documents from Node.js 15
Accessing MongoDB from Node.js 16 Using Mongoose
for Structured Schema and Validation 17 Advanced
MongoDB Concepts Part IV: Using Express to Make Life
Easier 18 Implementing Express in Node.js 19
Implementing Express Middleware Part V: Learning
Angular 20 Jumping into TypeScript 21 Getting Started
with Angular 22 Angular Components 23 Expressions 24
Data Binding 25 Built-in Directives Part VI: Advanced
Angular 26 Custom Directives 27 Events and Change
Detection 28 Implementing Angular Services in Web
Applications 29 Creating Your Own Custom Angular
Services 30 Having Fun with Angular
The Definitive Guide to MongoDB, Second Edition, is
updated for the latest version and includes all of the
latest MongoDB features, including the aggregation
framework introduced in version 2.2 and hashed indexes
in version 2.4. MongoDB is the most popular of the "Big
Data" NoSQL database technologies, and it's still
growing. David Hows from 10gen, along with
experienced MongoDB authors Peter Membrey and
Eelco Plugge, provide their expertise and experience in
teaching you everything you need to know to become a
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MongoDB pro. What you’ll learn Set up MongoDB on all
major server platforms, including Windows, Linux, OS X,
and cloud platforms like Rackspace, Azure, and Amazon
EC2 Work with GridFS and the new aggregation
framework Work with your data using non-SQL
commands Write applications using either PHP or
Python Optimize MongoDB Master MongoDB
administration, including replication, replication tagging,
and tag-aware sharding Who this book is for Database
admins and developers who need to get up to speed on
MongoDB and its Big Data, NoSQL approach to dealing
with data management. Table of ContentsPart I:
MongoDB Basics Ch. 1: Introduction to MongoDB Ch. 2:
Installing MongoDB Ch. 3: The Data Model Ch. 4:
Working with Data Ch. 5: GridFS Part II: Developing with
MongoDB Ch. 6: PHP and MongoDB Ch. 7: Python and
MongoDB Ch. 8: Advanced Queries Part III: Advanced
MongoDB with Big Data Ch. 9: Database Administration
Ch. 10: Optimization Ch. 11: Replication Ch. 12:
Sharding
This volume constitutes the refereed post-conference
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on
Machine Learning and Intelligent Communications,
MLICOM 2019, held in Nanjing, China, in August 2019.
The 65 revised full papers were carefully selected from
114 submissions. The papers are organized thematically
in machine learning, intelligent positioning and
navigation, intelligent multimedia processing and
security, wireless mobile network and security, cognitive
radio and intelligent networking, IoT, intelligent satellite
communications and networking, green communication
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and intelligent networking, ad-hoc and sensor networks,
resource allocation in wireless and cloud networks,
signal processing in wireless and optical
communications, and intelligent cooperative
communications and networking.
The Definitive Guide to MongoDB, Third Edition, is
updated for MongoDB 3 and includes all of the latest
MongoDB features, including the aggregation framework
introduced in version 2.2 and hashed indexes in version
2.4. The Third Edition also now includes Node.js along
with Python. MongoDB is the most popular of the "Big
Data" NoSQL database technologies, and it's still
growing. David Hows from 10gen, along with
experienced MongoDB authors Peter Membrey and
Eelco Plugge, provide their expertise and experience in
teaching you everything you need to know to become a
MongoDB pro.
This book describes the landscape of cloud computing
from first principles, leading the reader step-by-step
through the process of building and configuring a cloud
environment. The book not only considers the
technologies for designing and creating cloud computing
platforms, but also the business models and frameworks
in real-world implementation of cloud platforms.
Emphasis is placed on “learning by doing,” and readers
are encouraged to experiment with a range of different
tools and approaches. Topics and features: includes
review questions, hands-on exercises, study activities
and discussion topics throughout the text; demonstrates
the approaches used to build cloud computing
infrastructures; reviews the social, economic, and
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political aspects of the on-going growth in cloud
computing use; discusses legal and security concerns in
cloud computing; examines techniques for the appraisal
of financial investment into cloud computing; identifies
areas for further research within this rapidly-moving field.
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